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\[ \text{2-bar vamp} \]

\[ \text{e.g. 3 times} \]

\[ \text{Gm} \hspace{1cm} \text{Bb} \hspace{1cm} \text{Gm} \]

\[ \text{Gm} \]

Solo
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\[ \text{Tu doo-ah} \text{ tu doo-ah} \text{ tu doo-ah da vu} \]

\[ \text{Du da vu du da vu du da vu} \]

\[ \text{Tm tm tm tm tm tm tm} \]

\[ \text{Dm tu-ka_ dm tu-ka_ dm tu-ka_} \]

\[ \text{Dumm____ ba dummm____ dummm__ da vu} \]

\[ \text{4} \]

\[ \text{D7} \hspace{1cm} \text{Gm} \hspace{1cm} \text{Bb} \]

\[ \text{When winter is on again fragrance ends} \]

\[ \text{dat dmm____ Tu doo-oо_ tu doo-oо_} \]

\[ \text{dat dmm____ Du___ da-vu du___ da-vu} \]

\[ \text{dat dmm____ Tm tm tm tm tm tm tm} \]

\[ \text{dat dmm____ Dm tu-km____ dm tu-km___} \]

\[ \text{dat dmm____ Dummm____ ba dummm______} \]
and the withered leaves drift down from the dying trees
feels a winter chill, I've got to lay down and cry, but

I've got to lay down and cry, but

as they find release; but I'll remember it,
I know by and by that

as they find release; but I'll remember it,
I know by and by that

as they find release; but I'll remember it,
I know by and by that
the sweet per-fume of

du doo oo

tm tm tm o wo

dm tu km dm tu km dm tu km

dumm da vu dumm oh mm dm dm dumm

* during solos please sing the tune down an octave here for this 1 bar
** in the head, follow the rhythm of the soloist

orange blossoms in summer

tu doo oo

oo o orange blossoms oo oo

do bu dumm da
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